
3M™ SandBlaster™ Flexible Abrasives and Accessories 
 
For ultimate comfort and performance when sanding both flat and highly contoured surfaces by hand 

A revolution in sanding! The NEW range of SandBlaster flexible abrasives and accessories make sanding easier whilst providing a better 
finish faster. We've also introduced a new stage of sanding: 'final finishing' - guaranteeing a highly professional result. 

For stripping paint, removing varnish and other coatings, and for sanding bare surfaces 

SandBlaster™ Flexible Sanding Pads 

last up to 7 times longer than conventional abrasives of comparable grits  

sand quickly and consistently using the 3M-patented Cubitron™ mineral  

have a flexible backing to resist heat transfer and enable you to sand hard to reach areas, such as banisters and window frames  

are washable, clog resistant and comfortable to use  

 

Available as... 

18.6cm x 8.8cm (1/3 sheet)  

5.71cm x 4.5cm (1/8 sheet)  

Both available in two different grits: 80 grit for stripping paint and removing varnish & other coatings, and 120 grit for sanding bare 
surfaces. 

For sanding between coats and for a great finish 

SandBlaster™ Flexible Finishing Pads 
give you the best finish available on the market 

have a unique surface that smoothes and polishes - resulting in fewer sanding errors  

are highly flexible - perfect for detailed and hard to reach areas, such as furniture and skirting  

 

Available as... 



18.6cm x 8.8cm (1/3 sheet)  

5.71cm x 4.5cm (1/8 sheet)  

Both are available in two different grits: 220 grit for sanding between coats and 400 grit for a great final finish.

To help with the elbow work 

SandBlaster™ Sanding Tools 

are ergonomically designed, have rotating handles and feature soft touch materials for maximum comfort and performance  

help ensure a consistent, even pressure  

can be used on both SandBlaster sanding and finishing pads  

are available in two sizes to fit both sizes of the sanding and finishing pads  

The unique shape of the Detail Sanding Tool also offers the benefit of getting into those hard to reach areas. 

Making easy work of wall preparation 

SandBlaster™ Wall Sanding Sponge 

is ergonomically designed  

has an abrasive side for spot sanding wall repairs, such as paint drips  

has a reverse side made of dense foam, to allow you to easily wipe away sanding dust  

 


